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“Real rebels, as far as I can see, risk things. Risk disapproval. […] The new rebels might be 

the ones willing to risk the yawn, the rolled eyes, the cool smile, the nudged ribs, the parody 

of gifted ironists, the ‘How banal.’” (David Foster Wallace, E Unibus Pluram 193)

In E Unibus Pluram, David Foster Wallace argues the deep impotence of irony as a 

countercultural approach in the wake of its appropriation by television. Because irony has 

now become part of an institutional apparatus designed to encourage cynical, self-mocking 

participation in mass culture, its use by countercultural insurgents is self-defeating. In this 

paper, I will be using Wallace’s analysis to gauge the efficacy of Josh Tillman’s omni-

flagellating, hyper-sardonic musical persona, “Father John Misty,” at offering constructive 

cultural critique. Central to my analysis is Misty’s synoptic “Holy Shit,” a cosmic meditation 

on the insufficiency of nihilistic doctrines for human desire. Ultimately, “Holy Shit” only 

corroborates Wallace’s thesis: the song amounts to little more than a series of bewildered 

questions and one recurring, wordless, existential groan. While Tillman’s persona is 

ferociously capable of elucidating societal failures, it proves ultimately incapable of offering 

any constructive solutions to the despair it so eloquently diagnoses. This deep impotence 

belongs to the ironic posture itself: because it is essentially negative, irony precludes the 

possibility of curative prescription. As such, Misty’s work both demonstrates and embodies 

the radical futility of irony that Wallace underscores. 
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Wallace centres his analysis around image-fictionists’ self-defeating attempts to 

undermine televisual irony using irony (David Foster Wallace, E Unibus Pluram 161; 165; 

171-73). For him, “televisual culture has somehow evolved to a point where it seems 

invulnerable to any such […] assault. TV, in other words, has become able to capture and 

neutralize any attempt to change or even protest the attitudes of passive unease and 

cynicism TV requires” (171). Capable of essentially nullifying countercultural criticism of 

itself, televisual culture has become fundamentally “resistant to critique by the new fiction 

of image” (177). This is partly because “TV’s self-mocking invitation to itself as indulgence, 

transgression, a glorious ‘giving in’” now constitutes “an ironic permission slip to do what I 

do best whenever I feel confused and guilty: assume, inside, […] a pose of passive reception 

to escape, comfort, reassurance. The cycle is self-nourishing” (165). In other words, 

television’s incorporation of irony has enabled it to justify itself as a jaded, self-mocking 

response to its own spiritual vacuity.

Further, television’s ironic appeals to the viewer offer the illusion of individuality at 

the expense of the crowd. Having successfully “associat[ed its] very viewership with 

transcendence of watching crowds” using irony, television gratifies the desire to stand out, to 

go against the grain, to resist (177). This illusory sense of dissent acts as a kind of narcotic, 

something “to quiet [one’s] conscience,” ultimately eroding the very sense of urgency 

necessary for authentic countercultural resistance (165). This accordingly condemns 

dissidents who attempt to employ televisual irony for countercultural ends to a cycle of 

illusory self-justification: the ironical posture becomes nothing more than a veil between the 

cynic and their own complicity in the very system they antagonize. This understanding of 

irony as nihilistically narcotizing is crucial: it suggests that, in the wake of “TV’s 
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institutionalization of irony, narcissism, nihilism, stasis,” impotence is an intrinsic property 

of ironic countercultural criticism (187). Indeed, for Wallace, this “attempt to ‘respond’ to 

television via ironic genuflection is all too easily subsumed into the tired televisual ritual of 

mock worship” (192). Television’s appropriation and incorporation of irony has enabled it to 

insulate itself from ironic criticism. As such, every attempt “to ridicule a TV-culture whose 

ironic mockery of itself and all ‘outdated’ value absorbs all ridicule” is “just plain 

doomed” (190). 

Throughout his paper, Wallace alternates between terms like “TV,” “televisual 

culture” and “TV-culture” (165; 171; 190). He even labels his own “sardonic, aloof, jaded” 

reading of a conservative technological utopian, George Gilder, as “televisual” (189). This 

conflation crucially underscores the fundamental relationship between television and 

broader “U.S. culture” (181): television, by purveying exactly “what it thinks U.S. culture 

wants to see and hear about itself,” reifies and reinforces cultural tendencies (184). This has 

important implications for Tillman’s work as Father John Misty, where he lambasts 

numerous elements of American culture—including its superficiality, rampant 1

consumerism, hypocrisy, underlying nihilism, etc.—using irony . Consequently, Wallace’s 2

diagnosis of television’s immunity to ironical critique reveals the impotence intrinsic to 

 Cf. “I’m Writing a Novel,” “Bored in the USA,” “Leaving LA,” “Pure Comedy,” “Total 1

Entertainment Forever,” “Now I’m Learning to Love the War.”

 “Bored in the USA”—“How many people rise and say / My brain’s so awfully glad to be here for yet 2

another mindless day?”—sets a laughing-track against Misty’s lamentations of white working-class 
suffering (Father John Misty, “Bored in the USA” 0:20; 3:04). On “Mr. Tillman,” the degrees of self-
involution compound the sense of solipsism to a nihilistic boiling-point: “I’m feeling good, I’m 
feeling so fine / I’m living on a cloud above an island in my mind” (“Mr. Tillman” 1:14). Towards the 
end of the video for this song, Tillman, dressed in a shaggy, oversized sweater and wearing rose-
tinted glasses, begins a soundless monologue over stock photos of rich people in various hotel spaces, 
performing the occasional wild, incoherent gesticulation and eventually degenerating into dance 
(1:58-2:51). 
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Father John Misty’s ironical attacks of U.S. culture. According to Wallace’s analysis, Misty’s 

project is inherently doomed.

Beyond this question of irony’s countercultural viability in the broader cultural 

climate, I want to interrogate Misty’s use of irony within and according to its own logic, 

specifically with the aim of understanding its inherent constraints. To this end, I will 

consider his song, “Holy Shit.” Granted, this song functions less as a work of cultural 

critique than a thoroughgoing castigation of humanity as a whole. Nevertheless, its 

relevance to this discussion of irony’s efficacy lies in its ironic excoriation of hypocrisy in the 

service of a countercultural posture. 

“Holy Shit” corroborates Wallace’s argument on a number of levels, demonstrating 

the deep impotence of an ironical posture to resolve the very problems it recognizes. 

Indeed, the song is replete with ironic subversions of age-old human institutions and 

phenomena. To this end, it employs juxtaposition in a way that coheres well with Wallace’s 

definition: “irony—exploiting gaps between what’s said and what’s meant, between how 

things try to appear and how they really are—is the time-honoured way artists seek to 

illuminate and explode hypocrisy” (182). In Misty’s case, the hypocrisy in question is 

essentially the pretence of human progress. For instance, by contrasting “New regimes, old 

ideas / That’s now myth, that’s now real,” Misty undermines this notion of progress by 

suggesting that developments are only reiterations of antiquated ideas; that what constitutes 

reality and myth is relativistic, contingent on time and place (Father John Misty, “Holy Shit” 

0:23). Throughout, Misty’s tone is mocking: the lines “It’s important to stay informed / The 

commentary to comment on,” preceded as they are by the dismantling of traditional 

teleological understandings of human history, acquire an absurd quality that suggests the 
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inherent superficiality of public discourse (0:38). Further, the aspirations of “Independence, 

happiness” take on a laughable naïveté, given the radical nihilism undergirding the previous 

lines (1:42). In other words, by framing things synoptically, Misty uses context to ironically 

undermine the integrity of age-old human narratives and aspirations. Misty’s use of 

juxtaposition—“Original sin, genetic fate”; “Isolation, online friends”; even the song’s title 

itself—also underscores the absurdity inherent to human existence (0:30; 2:53). By including 

everything from “Ancient holy war” to “Carbon footprint” he seems to demonstrate that 

nothing has changed, that human nature is essentially condemned (0:16; 2:42).

Crucially, however, “Holy Shit” remains dissatisfied with its own conclusions; Misty’s 

ironic nihilism culminates in a series of questions: “Oh, and no one ever really knows you, 

and life is brief / So I've heard, but what's that gotta do with this black hole in me?” (0:45). 

Each of these questions follow fundamentally nihilistic sentences that are almost aphoristic: 

“Oh, and love is just an institution based on human frailty / […] What I fail to see is what 

that’s gotta do with you and me” (2:57). These questions acknowledge the nihilistic 

sentiments they follow while simultaneously rejecting them on the basis of their inadequacy 

to the needs of the human spirit. This is both radically humanistic and inherently hopeful; it 

gestures towards an unknown but knowable reality. In this regard, Misty’s song contains 

many of the “assumptions behind […] early postmodern irony, [which were] still frankly 

idealistic: that etiology and diagnosis pointed toward cure; that revelation of imprisonment 

yielded freedom” (Wallace 183). On a meta level, however, these moments in “Holy Shit” also 

represent Tillman’s own implicit rejection of cynical veracity, in favour of a kind of 

ontologically impossible sincerity. This deep dissatisfaction with Tillman’s own ironic 
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persona shone forth the day after Donald Trump  became the official candidate of the 3

Republican party. Tillman, who was scheduled to play at a music festival, criticized “[his] 

kind of folk-rock, which is so, kind of, arch and emotionally detached at times, and 

dismissive and blasé and whatever. [He] couldn’t stomach it” (Josh Tillman, “Are We Not 

Entertained?” 2). This dissatisfaction, this acute sense of insufficiency, results from a 

property of irony itself. As Wallace argues, “irony, entertaining as it is, serves an exclusively 

negative function. It’s critical and destructive, a ground-clearing. […] But irony’s singularly 

unuseful when it comes to constructing anything to replace the hypocrisies it 

debunks” (183). Importantly, irony is not prescriptive; it razes but does not itself rebuild. 

This suggests that Tillman’s dissatisfaction with his own persona is more fundamentally a 

dissatisfaction with irony’s “exclusively negative function”—with its relentless destruction 

devoid of any meaningful reconstruction. As Wallace writes: “The fecund question about 

U.S. televis[ual culture] is no longer whether there are some truly nasty problems here but 

rather what on earth’s to be done about them. On this question pop critics are mute” (157). 

Owing to his essentially ironical posture, Misty can only ask the questions he thirsts to have 

answered. Indeed, in “Holy Shit,” his critique dissolves itself into a wordless groan, the very 

embodiment of inarticulateness before the nihilism he identifies (1:00; 2:00; 3:27). While 

radically capable of exploding fallacious human self-conceptions, he cannot, as an ironist, 

offer solutions.

At best, Misty’s music embraces an individual experience, without suggesting 

anything in the way of overarching principles. In this sense, one both can and cannot accuse 

Tillman of negativism. On the one hand, his music offers true love as a possible site for 

 It is worth noting that Wallace sees “the rise of Teflon presidencies” as a direct consequence of the 3

institutionalization of irony (181). 
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hope. For instance, on “I Love You, Honeybear,” he sings: “But everything is fine / Don’t 

give into despair / ’Cuz I love you honeybear” (“I Love You, Honeybear” 3:15). On 

“Smoochie,” Misty seems to suggest that love attenuates madness: 

When my personal demons are screaming

And when my door of madness is half-open

You stand alongside

And say something to the effect that everything will be

Alright soon, smoochie. (“Smoochie 0:20-1:30)

 At the same time, however, Tillman refuses to universalize these potential solutions: “I can’t 

speak to other people’s experiences. I am really loath to present my experience as a 

prescription for living. […] This is not the answer” (Tillman, “The Third Revelation of 

Father John Misty” 8-9). This unwillingness to risk prescriptive erroneousness, to “have the 

childish gall actually to endorse single-entendre values,” is what fundamentally enfeebles 

Tillman’s persona (Wallace 193). Both incapable and unwilling to prescribe productive 

possibilities, his music ultimately amounts to little more than “‘the voice of the trapped who 

have come to enjoy their cage’” (183). 

Josh Tillman sees Father John Misty less as a persona and more as a personal 

awakening: “My spiritual gift is my skepticism and my cynicism and my sense of humor and 

my penchant for stirring shit up. That’s what I have to offer the world” (Tillman, “Father 

John Misty: How to Make Love” 9). He has “always been interested in making honest music” 

and “want[s] to be authentically bogus rather than bogusly authentic” (Tillman, “A Comedic 

Quest For Clarity” 1; “Father John Misty’s Quest To Explain Himself” 2). Notwithstanding 

this underlying sincerity, Tillman’s work as an ironist is tragically self-defeating. Indeed, he 
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appears unaware that, although irony “‘began as a mood of the avant-garde[, it] has [now] 

surged into mass culture’” (Wallace 182). For David Foster Wallace, “the harvest [of this 

phenomenon] has been dark: the forms of our best rebellious art have become mere 

gestures, shticks, not only sterile but perversely enslaving” (184). His analysis of televisual 

culture and its institutionalization of irony issues an implicit challenge to countercultural 

artists: embrace earnestness; risk sincerity. “Real rebels, as far as I can see, risk things. Risk 

disapproval. […] The new rebels might be the ones willing to risk the yawn, the rolled eyes, 

the cool smile, the nudged ribs, the parody of gifted ironists, the ‘How banal’” (193). 

According to this definition, Father John Misty is no rebel: his use of irony only reifies a 

televisual culture predicated on illusory transcendence of crowds, and he fails to supplement 

his own trenchant criticisms with possible solutions. In short, he critiques, but not 

constructively. In the wake of Wallace’s analysis, Misty’s music feels not only insufficient but 

somehow disturbing. As Wallace argues, “avant-garde irony and rebellion have become dilute 

and malign”; as a result, “irony tyrannizes us” (184). Now that “irony and ridicule are […] 

agents of a great despair and stasis in U.S. culture” (171), ironists like Father John Misty, 

rather than offering a cure, appear only to exacerbate the disease. 
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